
Rudder - Bug #4382

Node compliance detail popup expands outside of the popup

2014-01-16 22:24 - Jonathan CLARKE

Status: Released   

Priority: 1   

Assignee: François ARMAND   

Category: Web - Config management   

Target version: 2.6.12   

Pull Request: https://github.com/Normation/rudder/pull/

436

Effort required:  

Severity:  Priority:  

UX impact:  Regression:  

User visibility:    

Description

When looking at a popup in the Rules screen, in a Rule's "Compliance detail" tab and clicking on the "0%" (or probably the same with

100%) on the end of a line, a popup appears with a list of nodes. When you fold down the first node (or probably others too), the

content then goes out below the bottom of the popup, which is not redimensioned!

Found in Rudder 2.9.2 but may exist on older versions.

Associated revisions

Revision cecd3a17 - 2014-02-06 17:40 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

Fixes #4382 : popup in rule compliance details are now extending again

Revision df0c9489 - 2014-02-06 17:40 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

Fixes #4382 : popup in rule compliance details are now extending again

Revision cdaee630 - 2014-02-06 17:50 - Francois Armand 

Merge pull request #436 from VinceMacBuche/bug/4382/popup_extend

Fixes #4382 : popup in rule compliance details are now extending again

Revision b5b159e6 - 2014-02-06 17:50 - Francois Armand 

Merge pull request #436 from VinceMacBuche/bug/4382/popup_extend

Fixes #4382 : popup in rule compliance details are now extending again

History

#1 - 2014-02-06 17:44 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Status changed from 8 to Pending technical review

- Pull Request set to https://github.com/Normation/rudder/pull/436

PR: https://github.com/Normation/rudder/pull/436

#2 - 2014-02-06 17:44 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Assignee changed from Vincent MEMBRÉ to François ARMAND

#3 - 2014-02-06 17:50 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Status changed from Pending technical review to Pending release

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset cecd3a178f8282f2e5fafa32e0ad9b550b5ce591.
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#4 - 2014-02-06 17:50 - Anonymous

Applied in changeset cdaee630c63cc393d4548128697c6cf68334c059.

#5 - 2014-03-06 16:43 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Status changed from Pending release to Released

This bug has been fixed in Rudder 2.9.3, which was released today.

Check out: 

The release announcement: http://www.rudder-project.org/pipermail/rudder-announce/2014-March/000078.html

The full ChangeLog: http://www.rudder-project.org/foswiki/bin/view/System/Documentation:ChangeLog29

Download information: https://www.rudder-project.org/site/get-rudder/downloads/

#6 - 2015-12-01 15:23 - Benoît PECCATTE

- Target version changed from 2.9.3 to 2.6.12
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